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Applications
This system is ideal for normal post mortem procedures but not procedures for containment of
aerosols and smells. It is a compact system where space is a constraint. The limitations are no
extraction at the autopsy table and no height elevation of the autopsy or dissection worktop.
Larger facilities often combine docking stations and island style tables with the docking stations.

Design Features
The autopsy docking trolley has a large elevating worktop. The trolley automatically locates
itself to the dissection table with the worktop tray protruding over the sink for drainage purposes.
A large sink with a peripheral wash-down system to remove solids to the waste has a small
instrument basket on the one side with a perforated tray above. On the other side, or on both in
the case of a double docking station, is the dissection area. This includes a sloping sump to the
sink with rounded corners and wash-down feature. Removable perforated dissection trays are
placed above the sump. The front fascia includes a drawer and a hot & cold, handheld trigger
action spray on a flexible connection with hose brackets. Electrical on/off switch for lighting and
disposer and plug point are mounted on fascia with elbow action faucet for the wash-down
features. The splash back includes further storage facilities, swivel action hot & cold goose neck
outlet to sink and other plumbing accessories. The extraction grille is situated above the
dissection trays. A fluorescent light is housed above providing sufficient light for dissection
cutting procedures.

Accessories








Eye wash feature
Hydro Aspirator
Soap basket
Video camera arm
Storage compartment
Additional extraction grille
Utility arm for trigger action spray

Technical Details Wall Mounted Dissection Table with Docking Trolley
Model

Description

L22DDT
L28DDT
L32DDT
L22ATT
L22DTD
L22ITD
L22ARD
L22HRD
L22OTD
L22ABT

LHS or RHS 2 dissection tray
LHS or RHS 3 dissection tray
Double Docking Station
Trolley
Deck Mounted dissection table
Deck Mounted instrument table
Deck Mounted Arm Rest
Deck Mounted Head Rest
Deck Mounted Organ Table
Body Tray

Work area size
HxWxD
600 x 1150 x 600
600 x 1750 x 600
900 x 2300 x 600
1050 x 1900 x 700
330 x 635 x 500
100 x 685 x 80

400 x 745 x 300
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Unit size
HxWxD
850 x 2200 x 700
850 x 2800 x 800
850 x 3200 x 950
1100 x 2200 x 930
330 x 735 x 600
100 x 720 x 115
100 x 800 x 100
100 x 800 x 100
400 x 835 x 385
2200 x 750 x 70

Exhaust air
volume (mᶾ/hr)
3000
4000
6000
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Deck Mounted Dissection Table
with Instrument Table

Head Rest

Organ or instrument table

Arm or Leg Rest
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